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INTRODUCTION
This report documents outcomes of the Bristol Bay Native Association (BBNA) Indian General
Assistance Program (IGAP) Work Plan Development Workshop held on October 24 - 26, 2006 in
Dillingham, Alaska at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, Bristol Bay Campus. The summary
provided in this report describes training provided on October 24th and 25th. The purpose of this
training was:
1. To provide an in-depth overview of the US Environmental Protection Agency’s
(EPA’s)changes to the format and requirements of IGAP Work Plans (new for 2006). These
changes included new language and terminology, and new document templates and changes
to the submission format.
2. To prepare IGAP tribal staff for timely submission of their respective Work Plans by the
December 15, 2006 deadline.
3. To share information among Bristol Bay area IGAP staff about new technologies, resources
and ideas for their Work Plan and programs.
4. To identify areas for further BBNA trainings, based on feedback from IGAP staff.

In addition to preparing village-based IGAP staff for changes to the process of creating and filing
Work Plans, this event was intended to help residents consider environmental issues in a broad,
collective sense, and to bring those working on such issues together so that collaborative approaches
could be considered. This workshop also underscored the importance of making plans for tackling
environmental problems in the long and short term. As many environmental issues take a
significant amount of work – projecting the need to deal with a particular issue before it becomes
an emergency or a serious health risk; securing funding for remediation; and for the remediation
process to be carried out – this workshop underscored the importance of strategic planning for the
environmental health of one’s community. Finally, workshop participants were provided with
information on potential funding streams available from a variety of sources with which priority
projects could be implemented, once the proper organizational groundwork is laid.
Representatives of Bristol Bay area tribes who participated in the Workshop were:
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Tina Carr – Alekangik



Julia Kuchenoff – Chignik Lake



Louie Jones – Ekuk



Lorraine King – Ekwok



Arline Franklin – Manokotak



Ray Wassillie – Newhalen



Peter Gumlickpuk – New Stuyahok



Wassillie Chunak – New Stuyahok



Charlotte Balluta – Nondalton



Ben Foss – Pedro Bay



Clara Ann Martin – Togiak



Debbie Hoseth – Twin Hills

This workshop training was facilitated by the following:


Ellen Campfield Nelson & Kirsten Richardson (Agnew::Beck Consulting)



Sue Flensburg & Courtenay Carty (Bristol Bay Native Association)



Michelle Davis (Environmental Protection Agency)

Technical Assistance was provided by:


Mark Jen (Environmental Protection Agency)



Todd Radenbaugh (University of Alaska, Fairbanks, Bristol Bay Campus)



Brian Reed & Chris Dankmeyer (Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation)

For a contact list of workshop participants, please see Appendix E.
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WORKSHOP OVERVIEW
Over the three-day workshop, focused discussions on new requirements for the IGAP Work Plan
were held, as were work sessions on the Work Plan development. In general, topics covered
included: elements of the project narrative; Work Plan elements; budget and budget narrative. More
specific discussions included: funding opportunities and information sources.
The general format of the training was as follows:
Topics Covered

Day 1
Tuesday
10-24-06
9 am - 4:30 pm

Day 2
Wednesday
10-25-06
9 am – 4:30 pm

Day 3
Thursday
10-26-06

Description of Activities

•
•
•
•
•
•

Purpose of Workshop
Needs of Participants
Review New Work Plan Requirements
Short- and long-term Planning
Introduction to Funding Sources
The New Work Plan Template

•
•
•
•
•
•

Presentation (Ellen)
Discussion (Participants)
Presentation with Slide Show (Michelle)
Presentation (Ellen)
Presentation (Ellen)
Group Work Session (Michelle)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recap of Funding Sources
Participant Questions
“Outputs” and “Outcomes”
Logic Models
Resources for Work Plan Narratives
Work Plan Work Session
Resources for Implementing Work Plans

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presentation (Ellen)
Discussion (Participants)
Facilitated Exercise (Participants)
Facilitated Exercise (Participants)
Presentation (Ellen)
One-on-one Assistance
Presentation & Discussion (Todd, Sue, Michelle,
Ellen & Participants)

•
•

Work Plan budget & Narrative
Future Training Needs

•
•

Work Session with Budget Template (Michelle)
Facilitated Discussion (Sue & Participants)

A more detailed description of the workshop follows in the next section of this report.
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WORKSHOP DETAILS
The following section gives a more detailed description of specific workshop segments and includes
an overview of information intended to help IGAP staff.

DAY 1
Purpose of Workshop
At the start of the Workshop, three main topics to be
covered during the training were identified by the facilitators
and agreed to by the participants. These broad topics were:
Work Plan – tools and training to complete the
work plans correctly
2. Vision – why plan for short and long-term
environmental issues
3. Implementation – fundraising,, resources, etc.
1.

Needs of Participants
Throughout the workshop, the needs of the participants were
the main driver of content, format and focus. Initially participants were asked to identify any
questions or issues they brought to the training. These issues were either discussed over the course
of the three-day workshop or were recorded for follow-up through technical assistance and further
training opportunities. For a thorough listing of participant needs, see the “Issues, Needs & Goals”
section, page 6 and Appendix C.

Review New Work Plan Requirements
Michelle Davis of the EPA made a short presentation “Creating Work Plans that Work,” that gave
attendants tips for creating strong Work Plans. Suggestions offered through this presentation
included:


Collaborate: though program staff bear the ultimate responsibility to coordinate and
complete a Work Plan, it is necessary to work with as many resources as possible to ensure a
good proposal and a good project. Include tribal members, technical assistance providers
(BBNA, EPA), subcontractors, etc. Villages can also collaborate by sharing Work Plans that
they have created with others and using successful Work Plans created by others in the
region as examples for plans that they are in the process of creating.



Budget: rural Alaskan projects are especially sensitive to dramatic changes in project costs
due to rising fuel prices, cost to ship materials, steep increases in price of airfare. As costs
increase, reflect these changes with proper explanation in your budget. Participants were
advised to keep a notebook and an ongoing record of spending. If a budgeted item costs
greater than $1,000, the EPA will require a quote attesting to the cost. Equipment costs
greater than $5,000 (includes purchase plus freight) are termed “equipment,” under $5,000 is
termed “supplies” (either expendable or non-expendable). Purchases greater than $100,000
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are termed “large purchases,” and purchases less than $100,000 are termed “small
purchases.”


Fact Check: Be prepared to back up costs quoted in your budget and quote costs accurately.
EPA administrators may question costs that seem inflated or unreasonable. If a consultant
is being used for a particular project, make sure that the reasoning for retaining their services
can be well explained.



Update: Project narratives need to be updated on an annual basis to reflect work that has
been accomplished over the past year, changes in focus due to new variables, changes due to
unforeseen barriers to accomplishment



Fiscal Responsibility: Previous issues with taxes are not necessarily a barrier to being
awarded funding through this program as long as these are properly explained and accounted
for



Timeline: The outcome identified for a particular proposal can be a shorter term increment
of a longer term goal. Environmental outcomes do not have to be completed within a Work
Plan’s annual time period, however intermediate outcomes need to be.

A sample Work Plan template is included as Appendix D. EPA’s PowerPoint presentation,
summarized above, is also included in this Appendix. Online resources for the work plan are
located at http://yosemite.epa.gov/r10/tribal.nsf.

Short- and Long-Term Planning
There are several different types of documents that record a community’s environmental work and
goals. Three examples of these are:
1.

IGAP Work Plans

2.

IGAP Quarterly Reports

3.

Community Long Range Environmental Plans

The following diagram illustrates how these documents relate to each other.

A Long-Range Environmental Plan is not quite the same as an IGAP Work Plan. Work Plans can
be of short or long duration (1 to 4 years) and focus only on tasks and priorities allowable with
IGAP funding.
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Long-Range Environmental Planning encompasses more topics than an IGAP Work Plan can
cover. It also tends to look beyond 1-year or 2-year goals and establishes multi-year priorities for the
community that includes the involvement of many stakeholders – not just IGAP staff.
Long-Range Environmental Planning is important to creating an effective IGAP program. Whether
this process is conducted relatively informally – through talking with key people in the community
about environmental needs and priorities and conducting a community-wide environmental survey –
or very formally – through a multi-month scoping, planning and prioritization process involving a
wide range of community representatives that results in a formally adopted Long-Range
Environmental Plan – having a long-term view of the goals for a community is essential.
The characteristics of a Long-Range Environmental Plan typically include:


Taking a long-range (typically at least 5-years’) view of the community’s future,



Addressing wide-range of topics and establishing general, broad goals and priorities,



Involving all stakeholders in the community and outside entities that influence the
community.

Examples of Long-Range Environmental Plans are available from the EPA Region 10 office.
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Introduction to Funding Sources
Participants and facilitators all acknowledged that securing funding beyond that provided through
IGAP is an important part of successful tribal environmental programs. To address this need, an
overview of other available funding sources for tribal programs was presented. A summary of this
information is included in Appendix A.

The New Work Plan Template
A sample four-year Work Plan was filled out with all attendees using a power point projector as an
introduction. The timeline for this project included: Assessment (Year 1); Planning (Year 2);
Implementation (Years 3 & 4). Participants were then given the chance to complete plans
independently. Computers at the campus computer lab were set up with Work Plan documents in
Excel and Word, and users were instructed on how to navigate templates, given the chance to
troubleshoot the process, and ask questions.
A sample Work Plan template is included in Appendix D.
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DAY 2
Recap of Funding Sources
See Appendix A for complete listing of all funding sources shared.

Participant Questions
More time was given to participant questions. See “Issues, Needs & Goals” section, page 6 and
Appendix C for a detailed listing of these questions.

“Outputs” and “Outcomes”
Understanding new terminology in the updated Work Plan template is critical to creating a plan that
meets EPA requirements. Two terms that could potentially be confusing in this new terminology
are “output” and “outcome.” A few exercises in the difference between these terms as they apply to
participants’ Work Plan development were conducted. Additionally, the following graphic, based on
an analogy made by Michelle Davis, was used in the training to illustrate the difference.

For more information on the new Work Plan requirements, including terminology, see the “GAP
Guidance” document in Appendix D.

Logic Models
A group exercise was designed and run to help participants apply a “logic model” to their Work
Plans. Logic models can be helpful in establishing outputs, outcomes and other aspects of Work
Plans. Resources for logic models can be found online at
http://yosemite.epa.gov/R10/ECOCOMM.NSF/webpage/measuring+environmental+results#Sam
ple%20Logic%20Model.
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Resources for Work Plan Narratives
See Appendix A.

Work Plan Work Session
Participants used most of the afternoon on Day 2 of the workshop to work further on their Work
Plans. One-on-one guidance was provided by facilitators as requested by participants. The Bristol
Bay Campus computer lab and work plan templates were again available to participants who wanted
to work further on their plans.
A sample Work Plan template is included in Appendix D.

Resources for Implementing Work Plans
At the end of the second day, participants gathered together to hear a series of short presentations
on some of the resources available for implementing work plans. The information shared with the
group by presenters such as Todd Radenbaugh are included in Appendix A and also Appendix C.
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ISSUES, NEEDS & GOALS
Participant Goals
Part of the purpose of the Workshop was to identify areas for capacity-building through IGAP. To
this end, participants were asked to identify environmental issues of concern to their communities,
areas where they would like to have additional training and support, and what they see as the shortand long-term outcomes of their IGAP.
Generally, the goals of most programs continued to focus on ways to address long-standing
environmental issues most communities face. Typical among these were solid waste management,
clean water, subsistence and habitat protection and safe drinking water. Some newer issues were
raised, including biomass incineration, large-volume recycling programs and climate change. In
addition, an over-arching goal of the programs was to address various issues related to capacitybuilding – both in terms of technical and managerial capacity. Using IGAP funds to increase the
amount and types of training available to community members was a long-term priority of many
programs.

Environmental Issues
Workshop participants were asked to share with the group examples of
environmental concerns and issues that their communities are currently
dealing with. Solutions were also suggested during collaborative
discussion. Topics raised included:


Erosion and flooding
o



Solid Waste
o



How can the IGAP help communities to solve problems such
as landfills, water/sewer systems located in areas in danger of
flooding or be eroded? One way is through the EPA, whose
role would involve HAZMAT training, spill response training, planning, and researching
and applying for funding opportunities to address erosion issues.
Communities reported a number of issues
regarding the subject of solid waste
management. These included: no landfill
currently located in village; no village access to
landfill; village outgrowing the landfill currently
in use (with need to cap old landfill and
establish new); construction waste filling village
landfill.

Backhauling
o

What are funding options; what are the ins and outs of entering into agreement with
contractors; what types of tribal/municipal ordinances should be established to
encourage and support backhauling system activities?
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Recycling
o

How to establish recycling system; what funding
sources are available for establishment of such; what are
best materials to begin recycling system with?



Regulation/enforcement by City and/or Tribe



What is the role of the designated landfill operator and
what are the benefits of establishing such a position?
o

Controls access to landfill, ensures proper separation of materials, ensures proper burn
box operation, ensures proper handling of hazardous materials.



Non-permitted landfills



There is a need for more direct technical assistance to communities regarding solid waste
facilities and management, including strategies for operations funding.



Ground water issues: well testing/abandoned wells, diesel drums, landfill, etc. can have
negative impacts on aquifer.



Costs for some types of clean up are prohibitive – landfills, fuel spills, sewage lagoon in
floodplain.



Water/sewer systems – IGAP funds can’t cover these
expenses, can use IGAP to “build tribal capacity” through
training on pertinent issues. The Denali Commission is a
state and federal funding source that can be utilized for
capital projects and offers some funding through programs
focused on environmental and infrastructure issues.



Which state, federal or regional entity has
jurisdiction/authority to assist with different types of
environmental issues?
o

State: Department of Environmental Conservation

o

Regional: Bristol Bay Area Heath Corporation

o

Federal: Environmental Protection Agency



Emergency response and their effect on environment, people



Alternative energy
o

Biomass incineration

o

Wind, water and solar energy

o

How to engage in a demonstration projects (Ugashik)
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NEED FOR ADDITIONAL TRAINING
Workshop participants were also asked to give input on issues, concepts, processes on which
additional training would be helpful.1 High on the list were technical trainings on:
1. Excel (basics) and How to Track Your IGAP Budget
2. Program management training, including methods for tribal
capacity-building
3. Meeting Procurement Requirements & Process for Obtaining
Indirect Rate
Procurement
 General accounting practices and related purchasing and
bookkeeping issues
 The rules that apply to small purchases (less than $100K)
and documentation required
 Develop easy to use forms that meet the rules (e.g., bid
sheets, price analysis, cost review)
 Devise checklist to make sure all that needs to be covered
gets addressed
Indirect Rate
 How to develop and negotiate an indirect rate cost proposal
 Benefits and disadvantages
 Yearly requirements
4. Closing Old Landfills and Opening New Landfills








DEC Class III Permits (requirements for obtaining if DEC still requires a permit)
Best management practices
How to conduct a site assessment of old landfills
Sighting criteria and other planning considerations for new landfills
Monitoring requirements for old landfills
Tribal-City Memorandums of Agreement (need good examples and/or templates)
Use training to explore possibilities for regional and sub-regional recycling

5. Water Quality Baseline Assessments





How to decide what parameters to test for (e.g., heavy metals, trace metals, ph,
temperature, turbidity, etc.) and site selection
Sampling equipment and protocols
How to prepare a Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP)
Managing your data

6. Hydrology (basics) and groundwater monitoring

1

Monitoring wells and other methods for assessing:

For a summary list of actual participant comments on this topic, see Appendix C.
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o Abandoned drinking water wells
o Leachate/contaminants from landfill
7. Seven Generations – Addressing Village Environmental Issues



Regional workshop(s)
Villages can also host (e.g., Ekwok, Chignik)

8. Alternative Energy





Biomass incinerators
Wind
Hydro (micro-hydro)
Solar

9. Funding for Implementation
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CONCLUSIONS & NEXT STEPS
The BBNA-sponsored IGAP Work Plan Workshop was generally perceived by participants and
facilitators alike as a useful and worthwhile training (see Appendix C for participant evaluations).
But it was also seen as a key step in an ongoing process of continuing to build successful IGAP
programs throughout the region as well as a key step in a joint commitment among all participants
to collaborate to build capacity within each community as well as the entire region.
There are many possible next steps to be taken. This section highlights three general areas to
prioritize in meeting the needs of Bristol Bay communities and the IGAP programs which serve
them.

1. Improve Access to Funding Sources
Promoting better understanding of the types of funding
available to tribes and building capacity to access these funds
is integral to implementing many of the programs identified
as community priorities. EPA-IGAP funds only go so far,
and are restricted in many ways; removing barriers to funding
can be accomplished in several ways:


Make it clear how and for what IGAP funds can be
used.



Build tribe’s understanding of other funding entities
and mechanisms for specific programs.



Increase capacity to successfully apply for and administer grants.



Promote collaboration with other communities or entities to increase access to funding.

A few of these issues are addressed below.
IGAP Funds: What types of projects are allowable?
Generally, IGAP funding can only be used for planning, training and capacity building, research and
demonstration projects related to environmental issues. IGAP funding may generally not be used
for implementation of planning activities; however, IGAP funds may be used for certain types of
implementation projects related to solid waste and hazardous waste issues. Baseline water quality
assessment or air quality assessment is allowed with funding through this program; projects of this
type are usually awarded for a period of 2-3 years. Environmentally-focused trainings such as GIS
training, water quality related training, solid waste related training can be funded through this
program as well. Planning for the remediation of indoor, household hazardous waste including
wood smoke, mold and dust is also allowable. Funding can also be given towards research linked to
impacts of climate change. A specific environmental problem should be linked to climatic changes
and proven through the performance of a baseline environmental assessment. For example: ice
monitoring; linking research to traditional knowledge such as habitat changes, migratory changes,
traditional trails no longer being safe, etc.
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For a more complete description of activities allowable under the IGAP, please visit:
http://www.epa.gov/indian/laws3.htm
Foraker Group: Funder’s Guide
The Foraker Group, a non-profit organization based
out of Anchorage publishes the Alaska Funding
Guide, a resource available online or hardcopy, which
lists funding opportunities available in-state. This is
an excellent resource for organizations who engage in
funding research for projects on a regular basis, as it
compiles a large amount of information organized
alphabetically and also indexed by category.

EPA Multi-Media Grant Program
Multi-Media grants are competitive grants not associated with the IGAP. This program’s focus for
FY 2006 is as follows:
For FY 2006, program funds are focused in two areas: (1) Permit Compliance System Modernization
and (2) Tribal Compliance Assurance. The total grant award available for funding was $2,200,000,
awarded to selected proposals in the range of $50,000 - $200,000. For more information about this
grant program, please visit:
http://www.epa.gov/compliance/state/grants/stag/opportunities.html
Other Funding Sources
For a detailed listing of other sources discussed
during this workshop training, please see
Appendix A.
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2. Continue to Provide Strong Technical

Assistance
Capacity-building is bolstered by access to technical
assistance resources. Fortunately, IGAP staff have several
types of technical assistance providers they can turn to for
help. Ensuring that tribes know about these resources and
feel comfortable using them is important – especially for
those programs that see higher levels of staff turnover and
need more assistance in creating successful village
programs.
Existing technical assistance is provided by:


EPA Project Officer – Project Officers provide technical assistance including, but is
not limited to; assistance with program planning and development, referrals to additional
funding sources, providing networking opportunities between grantees, coordinating and
developing training, providing information that supports sound management of federal
funds. Each project officer has unique expertise that they bring to the tribal
program.
Another important role for the Project Officer is to assist with Tribal Consultation on major
EPA actions. They work with other EPA staff and programs to help them better
understand the environmental needs of tribal governments. Tribal Coordinators also
participate in a wide range of EPA activities from clean water act workshop planning, to
ongoing work groups on tribal solid waste issues, mining and climate change.



EPA Grant Specialist – Grant specialists are experts on regulations, procurement and
general procedures. It is highly important to develop a relationship with program specialists
– they are excellent resources. There are several grants specialists, check award documents
or call EPA’s Region 10 office in Seattle at (800) 424-4EPA to find the appropriate specialist
for your area.



Bristol Bay Native Association – BBNA has templates for bid sheets, scopes of work,
suggested ranking criteria and contract language that can be used when entering into and
finalizing the RFP process. They have produced a Cover Your Assets (CYA) manual on
management systems and administrative policies that are needed to comply with federal
grant requirements and to effectively administer funds. BBNA provides technical assistance
to tribes with IGAP proposals and
implementing work plans and also
sponsors trainings and workshops to
further develop the administrative and
programmatic capabilities of tribal
environmental program staff.
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Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation – BBAHC’s Office of Environmental Health
(OEH) uses its IGAP grant to provide technical assistance to other grantees in the region on
public health issues and to perform surveys of solid waste sites and provide
recommendations. The OEH also hosts Utility Management trainings aimed at building
Tribal capacity to effectively operate and manage their utilities.

Other technical assistance can be hired out to specialists, as needed. Communities should also
consider working with consultants and private companies who will train local staff in the process of
providing professional services, along with conducting the work they were hired to do.

3. Support Further Training Needs
In addition to ongoing technical assistance, some specific trainings can help address timely issues
and increase the capacity of tribes to successfully run accomplished programs.


Specific topics requested for follow-up by participants and are
outlined in the “Issues, Needs & Goals” section, above. These
issues, needs and goals could potential be addressed through
offering future workshops focused on areas where participants
have requested additional resources; through sub-regional forums
where lessons learned and resources can be better shared.



Work through established education institutions such as UAF’s
Bristol Bay Campus.



Increased use of the Internet, through up-to-date websites such
as “Pure Bristol Bay” and blogs such as the one hosted by Bristol
Bay Science Center (see Appendix C) can foster more
collaboration among communities in solving environmental
issues while also providing access to cutting-edge information
and environmental technology.
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